Application for EECS Computer Account

Name ____________________________________________

Uniqname_________________________________________ UMID# _______________________

Date _____________________ Room Number ____________

Laboratory affiliation or advisor name _______________________________________________________

Primary workstation hostname ________________________________________________________________

Room number of primary workstation _______________________________________________________

Group research machines (if any) _____________________________________________________________

Account user is:

☐ Faculty  ☐ Student  ☐ Staff  ☐ Post-doc

☐ Other __________________________________________

Conditions of use: I hereby acknowledge and agree to abide by the following conditions of use.

A) University Condition of Use Policy.
B) CAEN Confidentiality Agreement and User Certification.
C) Use of the Unix operation system is restricted to academic and research use only. This allows only work for purposes directly related to the teaching or degree granting programs and student or faculty research. All other uses, such as commercial uses, administrative uses or uses for research where a third party receives rights or preferential access to the fruits of such research are not permitted.
D) Use of the Unix system and access to the Unix Software Products (including but not limited to Unix and Unix derived code) is subject to applicable proprietary information licensing restrictions (Unix License agreement)

User’s Signature __________________________________________________________________________

Department Approval _________________________________________________________________